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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The MaaSive project belongs to Innovation Program 4 (IP4) that is itself part of Shift2Rail (S2R), a rail joint
technology initiative focused on accelerating the integration of new and advanced technologies into
innovative rail product solutions. IP4 is focused on “IT solutions for attractive Railway services”.
MaaSive continues and complements the work accomplished within previous IP4 projects, ATTRACkTIVE and
Co-Active, in the areas of travel shopping, trip tracking, booking and ticketing, and the development of a
travel companion. The project not only enhances and provides extra functionalities to the existing IP4
ecosystem, but also enables the integration of intermodality and MaaS (Mobility as a Service) into the
proposed digital framework.
The MaaSive project is broken down into the following working packages: WP1 & WP2 dedicated to Travel
Shopping enrichment, WP3 & WP4 focused on Booking & Ticketing enhancement and especially inspection
and validation management, WP5 & WP6 aimed at developing the flexibility of the Trip Tracker, a key
component of the MaaS offer, WP7 & WP8 linked to the incorporation of MaaS into the Travel Companion,
WP9 & WP10 dedicated to Business and Contractual management, WP11 & WP12 addressing technical
coordination and WP13 related to dissemination and communication.
Interoperability and the move to MaaS are key elements in the development of a sustainable mobility in the
perspective on the pan-European one-stop-shop ecosystem promoted by S2R-IP4. The capability to integrate
a wide range of mobility providers either public or private as well as the proposal of attractive fare and
integrated bundles will favour the move of passenger traffic from car to low-carbon mobility solutions.
This document forms deliverable D12.2 “FREL Glossary and Ontology Update” of Shif2Rail (S2R) Innovation
Programme 4 (IP4) Project – MaaSive. It is designed to present updated Shift2Rail IP4 Glossary and updated
TD4.2 Travel Shopping, TD4.3 Booking and Ticketing, TD4.4 trip Tracking and TD4.5 Travel Companion
ontologies according to MaaSive developments.
The deliverable D12.2 is, therefore, divided into two main parts: Glossary and Ontology.
The Glossary formulates definitions of all the key concepts that are used all over projects in Shift2Rail
Innovation Programme 4. It aims to provide non-technical understandable definitions to be shared amongst
the project stakeholders, either technical or non-technical ones.
The Ontologies presented in this document identify the needs from MaaSive in order to propose an updated
IP4 reference ontology by the end of the project. This document is focused on identifying the ontologies
relevant for TD4.2, TD4.3, TD4.4 and TD4.5.
The Ontologies used in S2R-IP4 program started with the IT2Rail project (Information Technology for Shift to
Rail). It was the first stage of subsequent multiple projects aiming to give full control of the door-to-door
travel experience across transport modes and services to the traveller. The ontology defined in IT2Rail was
afterwards inherited by the subsequent IP4 projects (ATTRACkTIVE, Co-Active), and was “cleaned” and
refined in an early stage of the projects, to be used as the starting point and to be updated during the
project’s life. This document represents the update considering the developments carried out in MaaSive
Although at a software level the ontologies are managed using OWL (Web Ontology Language) and are
created using Protégé-OWL editor, for the exercise of identifying changes to the IP4 ontology at TD level, the
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document proposes to represent them through a simplified and more visual approach which is easier to
understand by non-experts on ontologies:
•

On one side, the document presents diagrams that depict a visual representation of the TD ontology,
including main terms involved and relations among them

•

It is complemented by a table that includes the glossary terms identified in the project (terms and
definitions).
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1. INTRODUCTION
MaaSive project (“Enabling MaaS in the IP4 Ecosystem”) is a part of Shift2Rail (S2R), the first rail joint
technology initiative focused on accelerating the integration of new and advanced technologies into
innovative rail product solutions. MaaSive is framed within the Innovation Programme 4 (IP4), which focuses
on “IT solutions for attractive Railway services”.
MaaSive continues and complements the work accomplished within previous projects, ATTRACkTIVE (grant
agreement no. 730822) and Co-Active (grant agreement no, 730846), in the areas of travel shopping, trip
tracking, booking and ticketing, and the development of a travel companion. The project not only enhances
and provides extra functionalities to the existing IP4 ecosystem but also emphasises the compatibility of this
ecosystem with the Mobility as a Service (MaaS) approach.
This document formulates definitions and/or examples of all the key concepts that are used within all
projects in Shift2Rail Innovation Programme 4, and mainly in the current project which is MaaSive. It aims to
provide non-technical understandable definitions to be shared amongst the project stakeholders, either
technical or non-technical ones.
This glossary is an updated version of CREL MaaSive glossary and the ontologies are an updated and
homogenized version of Co-Active and ATTRACkTIVE ontologies.
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LIST OF ACRONYMS
Acronyms

Meaning

BT

Booking and Ticketing

CREL

Core Release

FREL

Final Release

GDS

Global Distribution System

IT

Information Technology

IF

Interoperability Framework

S2R

Shift2Rail

TC

Travel companion

TS

Travel Shopping

TSP

Travel System Provider

TT

Trip Tracking

WP

Work Package

Table 1: List of Acronyms
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Table 2: Referenced documents
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2. GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Term

Description

Access Area

An area such as a concourse and/or a booking hall and/or other areas (e.g.
commercial or lounge) which may be secured, and which is managed

A
(or Access Space)

A

Access system

These systems manage the access to the Public transport modes (like bus validators
and metro gates). There are manual and automatic Access Systems, and not all
Public transport modes have access systems.

A

Accountability

Property of an action that ensures that the action of an entity may be traced
unambiguously to the entity.

A

Accounting

The Accounting activity consists of processing sales and After-Sales transactions
described by confirmed Bookings for financial and controlling purposes (including
apportionment, Settlement, etc.).

A

Acquiring bank

The entity which performs services for a MERCHANT (Travel Agent or TSP) and which
will route a credit card approval request to the ISSUING BANK (where there is no
SWITCH-TO-ISSUER arrangement in place as may be the case if the MERCHANT is
an Airline) and will route a CREDIT CARD BILLING request to the ISSUING BANK (if it
contains the Approval Code matching the Approval Code in the response to a Credit
Card Approval Request.
The acquiring bank is providing Payment gateway during the issuing process.

Acquisition

Process of acquiring a Contract. It includes Shopping, Booking, Pricing, Billing, and
Paying among other processes.

A

Actor

An Actor is a behaviour classifier which specifies a role played by an external entity
that interacts with the considered system. Can be a Person, or an Organization or a
digital system.

A

Additional Info

Additional information related to OfferItem, such as ‘sales conditions’, the ID of the
provider operating the route, or other relevant information as may be supplied by
the TSP

A

An Address is a type of a Location identified by its street, number, city, and country.
A

Address
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Term

Description

A

After-sales

After Sales refers to a collection of transactions which share the fact that they can
only be performed on Issued and paid Entitlements.

A

Agglomeration

Set of cities villages or towns served by shared transport services in a continuous
territory.

A

Air transport
mode

An umbrella term for the movement of passengers or goods via airborne vehicles
(includes aeroplanes, helicopters etc.)
An airport is an infrastructure prepared to operate and accommodate the arrival
and departure of air traffic.

A

Airport
An Airport can also be considered a Stop Place qualified for Air Transportation (Air
station).

A

Alarm

Function within the Travel Companion’s Personal Application that allows users to
subscribe to notifications about the chosen journey

A

Alternative
Itinerary

Itinerary that takes the traveller to the same destination as the original itinerary but
using different travel episodes or modes.

A

Ancillary Services

Ancillary Services are side Products which are bound to transportation Products in
an Offer e.g. wifi, baggage, snacks/meals

A

Arrival

A geolocation element that refers to a date and time to reach a position. and
transport mode

A

Arrival Date Time

The date and time values associated with an Arrival, marking the actual and/or
planned end of a Travel Episode.
Automatic refund is set on the PA, in order to automate the refund during the AfterSales process.

A

Automatic refund
The automatic refund accelerates the refund process, without asking for traveller
confirmation.

MaaSive – GA 826385
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Term

Description

A

Aztec Code

Aztec Code is a specific type of a Barcode in form of a two-dimensional (2-D)
general-purpose matrix encoding, designed to provide higher accuracy than other
2-D encoding systems. An Aztec Code symbol can encode up to 3,832 numeric digits;
3,067 alphabetic characters; or 1,914 bytes of data.

B

B2B Sales
Agreement

In our context within Shift2Rail, Business to Business (B2B) refers to the business
conducted between the transport actors. This term defines specifically sales
agreements between transport actors.

B

Barcode

A barcode is a machine-readable optical label that contains information about the
item to which it is attached (Like Aztec Code).

B

Barrier-free route

A barrier-free route is a route between two or more public areas. It especially
considers the needs of persons with disabilities and reduced mobility.

Benefit card

A Benefit Card is a dedicated Fare Policy or Loyalty Card allowing a Passenger to
access dedicated services of a loyalty program. Information about a Passenger’s
Benefit Cards can be stored as part of the Passenger Profile.

B

Billing

A process whereby billable transactions are presented to the relevant and
authorised body/mechanism for settlement purposes. Typically, a travel agent may
be billed by an airline via the IATA Billing and Settlement Plan authority. Equally,
credit card billing is presented to the Issuing Bank of the passenger's credit card, via
the TSP merchant’s acquiring bank

B

Boarding Gate

A gate that allows air passengers to go from the terminal to the airplane.

B

An operational process as part of the sales process to commit to a sales transaction
binding the customer and supplier to the offer.
B

Booking
As part of the booking process, the customer receives information about the
definitive price and reservation.

B

B

Booking Time
Limit

The time limit within which the Travel Service Provider promises to honour a
subsequent request to finally confirm a Booking of an OfferItem unless an explicit
Revoke Booking request is received.

Broker

The broker is a component within the Interoperability Framework which manages
communications (requests and responses), involving both session management and
API translation, on behalf of core services/applications (e.g. shopping, booking,
ticketing, after-sales) and TSPs
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Term

Description

B

Bus transport
mode

The Bus transport mode is a transport mode operated by a bus operating carrier
and dedicated to transportation by origin/destination without a seat reservation.

B

Business Analytics

The activity of analysing information by correlating, aggregating and applying
statistical functions on measures and KPI. It is usually performed by producing
reports/dashboards on the collected information.

B

Business Rule

A business rule, within the IP4 ecosystem, is derived from the terms of a commercial
agreement or contract between at least two ecosystem stakeholders, and which
assists in the formulation of transactional constructs in the end-to-end travel lifecycle from shopping through to settlement. The business rules are used to build
offers, perform ticketing/issuance, and facilitate Clearing & Settlement process.

B

Business Rule
Engine

A technical component of the ecosystem that applies Business Rules.

C

Cancellation

Process of terminating an issued offer. It may trigger Refunding among other
processes.

C

Capability

The measure of the ability of an entity (department, organization, person, system)
to achieve its objectives, especially in relation to its overall mission.

C

Claim

A claim is a demand made by a user/customer to a TSP or a Retailer in order to get
money back or other forms of compensation.

C

Comfort Class

Definition of a bookable level of comfort in some transport modes during the travel.

C

Clearing &
Settlement

The Clearing and Settlement part of the system calculates the revenue split and is
able to generate reports and spread them between the different stakeholders. This
component uses the business rules defined in the Contractual Management Market
Place (CMMP).

C

Cloud Wallet

A component of the Travel Companion which stores offers, preferences, the profile
and other information of the user.
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Term

Description
A number of users having the same or similar behaviour/characteristics.

C

Cluster

C

Clustering

The action of identifying various clusters of users having the same or similar
behaviour/characteristics.

C

Commuter

A passenger who travels regularly from one location to another

An agreement between 2 or more TSPs that is converted into one or more business
rules in the CMMP.
This agreement has 3 parts:
C

CMMP Agreement

-

Conditions: circumstances to meet in order to apply the rule.

-

Benefits: economic advantages that will be provided to the passengers.

-

Revenues: strategy to follow in order to settle the financial relationship
between the TSPs (e.g. revenue split, fixed payment).

A Commercial Distributor assembles Offers from Travel Service Providers and sells
the corresponding Products on behalf of Travel Service Providers through its direct
distribution channels. It has full responsibility for appointing its own Retailers and
for settling with relevant Travel Service Providers for any sales made through its
Retailer network.

C

Commercial
Distributor

Example: Customer purchasing a Product from Zürich to Milan at Liberty Travel
Agency in New York
• TSP = SBB and Trenitalia
• Commercial Distributor = Rail Europe
• Retailer = Liberty Travel Agency.
In the Legal context, the Commercial Distributor concludes the Contract of Carriage
between the Passenger and the Contractual Carrier(s) in the name of and on behalf
of the latter, possibly using a Retailer as an intermediary.

C

Community

MaaSive – GA 826385
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C

Term

Description

Co-modal

A Travel is considered ‘co-modal’ when it involves multiple modes/operators and
the passenger has a separate transport contract with each operator participating
in their journey.
Also, refer to intermodal.

C

Compensation

Compensation is a benefit obtained by the traveller in return for a missing service,
broken itinerary, etc.

C

Complex Event
Processing (CEP)

In Shift2Rail IP4, Event Computation takes place within a Trip Tracking System based
on events gathered from its Event Sources (see also Complex Impact Processing).

C

Complex Impact
Processing

Events are processed by partial Trip Trackers generating Impacts. They in turn are
sent to Tracking Orchestrators where they are processed and checked regarding
impacts on the tracked itineraries.
Concessions are price reductions for a ticket. They may be obtained in two scenarios:

C

Concession

1. Passengers get a discount based on a previous sale processor.
2. A ‘natural’ feature of the person (their age, where they live, their employment
status) entitle them to reduced ticket prices.

Consumption

Process of using a Fare Product, during the validation process. Consumption context
and data are used for business analytics, mobility packages usage and inspection
process.

Contactless Smart
Card (CSC)

A smart card is a device that includes an embedded integrated circuit that can be
either a secure microcontroller with internal memory or a memory chip alone. The
card connects to a reader with a remote contactless radio frequency interface.
According to their kind, they allow, or not, to be written by an access system.

C

Contextual
Preferences

These preferences depend on the context in which the travel develops; therefore,
they are tailored to apply to all the situations of a certain type (e.g.: leisure vs.
working trip, airplane vs. train, temporary impairment or others). Some of these
preferences are connected to travels and travel habits and can be accounted for by
the Travel Companion whenever a given context is active.

C

Contract of
Carriage

A Contract of Carriage for Passengers is concluded between a Carrier (Transport
Service Provider) and the Passenger. Contracts of Carriage define the rights, duties
and liabilities of the parties to the contract (the entitlement).

C

C
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Term

C

Contractual
Management
Market Place

Description
This component manages business rules, which govern the business relationships
between the TSPs as well as their licensed retailers and/or distributors.
The authorized users configure providers and agreements. The system gives access
to formal contracts generated from agreements.

C

Corridor

An itinerary use or test case that demonstrates the ability of the solution to
implement the specifications.

C

Critical Product

It is a product which is mandatory to be entitled to use an itinerary. Without
purchasing the critical products, the itinerary cannot be travelled.

Customer

Role of a Person who makes the payment for an offer and is a party (a person or an
organization) to a contractual agreement concluded with a Transport Service
Provider. The Customer performs a mobility request, selects an offer and pays for
the selected booked offer.

D

Deferred Payment

Deferred Payment is the record of payment that will be settled between the Retailer
and either the Travel Service Provider or the Commercial Distributor on behalf of the
Customer. These financial transactions happen at agreed times defined in the B2B
Sales Agreement.

D

Demand
Responsive
Transport (DRT)

A form of public transport where flexible routing and scheduling of small to medium
sized vehicle operation allows shared-ride modes between pick-up and drop-off
locations according to passengers’ needs.

D

Departure

A Departure is a Transport Event, occurring, or planned to occur at a specific
Departure Date Time and Stop Place.

D

Departure Date
Time

The date and time values associated with the Departure which marks the actual
and/or planned start of a Travel Episode.

D

Destination

A Destination is a Location marking the end of a Travel Episode belonging to an
Itinerary, Journey or Trip. N.B. a final destination is a Destination at the end of a
one-way Itinerary (of one or more Travel Episodes) or the ‘turn-around’ Location
within an Itinerary representing a ‘round’ Trip or Journey

D

Detailed
Quotation

Quotation corresponding to one or several products of an itinerary offer item for
one or several passengers of this itinerary offer item.

C
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Term

Description

D

Device
Information

The information of the user’s device which is used to interact with the system.
Normally, this refers to the information of the device running the Travel
Companion’s Personal Application.

D

Direct sale

This is a sale made by a retailing operation which is owned or directly controlled by
a TSP.
The Distributor role encompasses both Technical Distributor and Commercial
Distributor roles. Both aggregate content and assemble Offers; however,
differences arise in the legal and financial context. The Distributor activity consists
of:

D

Distributor

•

Requesting relevant Offers from Travel Service Providers

•

Combining Offers (when required) from multiple Travel Service Providers
having checked for combinability, terms and conditions)

•

Requesting the booking and/or entitlement issuance of Carrier Offers from
the appropriate TSPs.

•

Participating in the After Sales process, Distributors represent one of the
two boundaries of the Full-Service Model (FSM) interface.

D

Driver

The driver offers shared rides, which are performed through a personal vehicle (not
necessarily owned by them).

E

Effective Duration

It is the duration of travel on specified transportation services.

E

Embodiment

An Embodiment is a physical medium containing one or more Token(s), representing
the user’s Entitlements. Examples are paper tickets, magnetic-stripe tickets, chip
cards, smartphones.

E

Entitlement

Entitlement is the right (license) to travel. It contains all necessary information for
a Traveller to gain legitimate access to the transportation systems.

E

Entitlement
Activation

A business process that makes a previously issued Entitlement valid for control.

E

Entitlement
Number

MaaSive – GA 826385
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Term

Description

E

Europay
Mastercard Visa
(EMV)

Payment protocol sponsored by the EMVCo organization and relying on short-range
radio communication where the payment card is used as the media for travelling.

E

Event

n Event is an ad hoc trip-related information that is processed by Trip Tracking
functionalities to identify potential impacts.

E

Event Source

Input System for Trip Tracking functionalities providing any kind of event streams
that could be relevant to detect impacts. Events are generally originating from the
transportation area. They can also come from social networks or other specific
streams (e.g. cultural events …)

F

Fare

A Fare is the price for an Offer item, taking into account special aspects of the
customer in question (e.g. existing bonus Cards, reductions)

F

Fare Policy

The Fare Policy determines the service terms and conditions. It also contains a set
of Fare Rules.

F

Fare Rule

A Fare Rule computes the Price of a given Product on a given Travel Episode for a
specific Traveller during the Quotation process of an Offer.

F

Fare Set

Related to all parameters referring to different types of fares that exists in a single
transport network, or a group of transport networks (if integrated).

F

Fare Type

Category of product dedicated to transportation.

F

Fee

An amount of money paid for a particular right or service e.g. a Travel Agency
Service Fee.

F

Follower

A non-travelling person who follows a journey of a specific traveller or a group of
travellers.

F

Fulfilment

The business process that communicates proof of an Entitlement to the Passenger.
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Term

Description

G

Gate

A Gate is an access system for a closed transport network, which grants or denies
access to the transportation area depending on the presented entitlement.

G

GeoCode

Each of three lines (altitude, latitude and longitude) whose intersection
determinates the geographical point of a location.

G

Global Quotation

The sum of the Offer Item quotations, related to one Offer.

G

Group
Administrator

Someone who is part of a group of travellers and is able to manage Group Members,
trips and preferences of the group of travellers.

G

Group Journey

A Journey that is planned (or even shopped, booked, and issued) for a group of
travellers. It consists of Joint Journey Parts that the group travels together and
optionally Individual Journey Parts of the Group Members

G

Group Member

Someone who is part of a group of travellers which is administrated by the Group
Administrator.

G

Group of travellers

A Group consists of a set of Persons (the Group Members) administrated by the
Group Administrator who travels together on one or more Group Journey(s).

G

Group Ticket

A Ticket that is valid for every group member of a group. A group ticket is often part
of an offer for a shopped joint journey part of a group journey.

H

Historical Data

Past-periods data, used usually as a basis for forecasting the future trends in
transportations uses or business analytics.

I

Identification

Recognition of a User in order to provide him with a personalized process.

Impact

The consequence of current situations on a traveller’s trip based on processed
Events.

I

Refer to Complex Event Processing and Complex Impact Processing.
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I

I

Term

Description

Incentive

An incentive represents a method used to promote an Offer or a set of Offers over
the others. An Offer Incentive is characterized by an Incentive Provider, an Incentive
Mechanism, and a set of Incentive Conditions.

Incentive
condition

An incentive condition is a binary function determining the applicability of an
Incentive to an Offer for a user. The function takes as inputs a subset of the features
characterizing the Offer and a subset of the User Preferences in the current Context,
to deterministically compute the applicability of an Incentive to a given Offer for a
user. Particular cases are: (i) the Incentive may apply to any user, and User
Preferences are not needed to determine the applicability, (ii) the Incentive may
apply to any Offer related to a cluster of users and Offer features are not needed in
the condition.
The incentive mechanism that can be defined are of two main types:
•

I

Incentive
mechanism

Tangible Incentive Mechanisms to foster a user in choosing a given Offer
providing a practical benefit (e.g., an ancillary service);

Intangible Incentive Mechanisms to encourage the choice of a given Offer without
employing practical benefits, for example, by simply providing additional
information on the Offer to create awareness on the reason why a user should
prefer it over the others.

Incentive Provider
(Component)

An incentive provider (Component) is the component representing the Incentive
Provider and implementing the defined Incentive Conditions. Given a set of Offers,
it determines the list of applicable Incentives defined by the Incentive Provider for
each Offer and retrieves the information needed to apply the associated Incentive
Mechanisms.

I

Incentive Provider
(Entity)

The incentive provider (Entity) represents the entity proposing and responsible (also
legally) for a given Incentive. The Incentive Provider may be a TSP or an
organization, an association, or a government body. The Incentive Provider
determines the Incentive Mechanism and the Incentive Conditions for the Incentive.

I

Indirect sale

A sale made by a travel agent or 3rd party retailer (whether an agent or merchant
retailer)

I

Individual Journey
Part

The parts of a Group Journey that a Group Member travels without the whole Group
of Travellers. The Group Journey is complemented by the Joint Journey Part of the
Group of Travellers.

I

Individual
transport

A mode of transport in which the means of transport are used only by a single or a
limited number of persons and in which the user or users are completely free to
determine the time, route and destination of the journey.

I
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Term

Description

I

Influence

The capability of a Social Network User to have an impact among his/her friends
through messages broadcasted. The influence is computed by using past facts or
information collected from one or more Social Networks.

I

Infrastructure

The collection of physical assets and installations that allow and often control travel
operations including the movement and servicing of Vehicle(s) and the access of
persons and freight to Vehicle(s).

I

Inspection

The Inspection is made by an inspector to verify if the traveller has a valid
entitlement. The Inspection initiates the Validation.

I

Inspection Device

A portable Equipment to validate Embodiments.

I

Inspector

A Person which uses Inspection to validate the entitlements of Travellers in the
name of the Travel Service Provider.

I

Integrity

It is the property of information ensuring that data has not been modified or deleted
in an unauthorized and undetected manner.

I

Interchange

Is a change of a mode or a vehicle at the Stop Place.

I

Intermodal

A Travel is considered ‘intermodal’ when it involves multiple modes/operators, but
the passenger has a single transport contract agreement with only one entity,
representing all operators participating in their journey, according to predefined
commercial agreements.
Also refer to co-modal.

I

Interoperability
Framework

A set of services providing assets and services used to handle interoperability of
distributed and heterogeneous ICT assets on behalf of data/service providers and
consumers.

I

Inventory

An itemized catalogue or list of tangible goods or properties, or the intangible
attributes or qualities.
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I

Inventory Lock

A temporary holding of an inventory making it unavailable to other processes. It is
used during the booking process to reserve an offer item at the TSP.

I

Issuing bank

Is an entity which supplies an APPROVAL CODE if the passenger has sufficient funds
in his/her account to pay the Amount for which Approval is sought.

I

Itinerary

An itinerary defines the Departure and Arrival places and associated Departure and
Arrival times used for the realization of a travel. It also includes the names of the
marketing and/or operating TSPs managing the different itinerary legs.
An itinerary is a set of non-overlapping journeys.

Itinerary Customer
Satisfaction
Survey

A Survey is the process of requesting scores associated with an itinerary by a user,
describing the quality he/she has perceived.

I

Itinerary Offer

An offer for a service or services designed to cover each proposed Journey in
response to a customer mobility request as a result of the travel shopping process.
The Itinerary Offer contains exactly all itinerary Offer Items of the Itinerary. It does
not contain the Offer Items for Ancillary Services.

I

Itinerary Offer
Item

It is an element of an Itinerary Offer describing a Fare Product for Travel Episode(s)
of a specific Trip.

I

Itinerary
Sentiment
Analysis

Analysis of the attitude of the messages posted on the social networks regarding a
specific Itinerary. It is described through the number of the discovered messages
showing a positive opinion and the number of the discovered messages showing a
negative opinion.

I

It is the Part of a Group Journey that a group of travellers travels together. It is
complemented by the individual journey parts of the group members.
J

J

Joint Journey Part

Journey
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Example: The members of a Group of Travellers start at individual starting points.
The whole group meets at a given meeting point and proceeds together to the joint
destination, from where the group members (optionally) proceed to their individual
destinations. The part of the journey from the meeting point to the joint destination
is the Joint Journey Part.
A Journey defines the Departure and Arrival places and associated Departure and
Arrival times used for the realization of a travel (see Trip). Within Shift2Rail, a
journey is considered as Door-to-door.
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J

Journey Planner

A Service that takes a mobility request and returns potential Trips for which Offers
may be attached by an offer-building process

L

Line

A line is a set of similar services given by a common identifier, like Bus line for
example.

L

Local storage

A storage on the personal device of the user to provide information to the personal
application even when there is no network connection to the system’s backend.

L

Location

A specific position or point in physical space. Every Location has geographical
coordinates. Possible types of Locations encompass Stop Points, Stop Places, Points
of Interest or Addresses.

L

Location-Based
Experience (LBE)

A content proposed to the traveller in order to offer him a service or entertainment
during his journey

L

Location-Based
Experience Author

The location-based (LB) experience author is the person who creates the experiences
using the LBE Editor or the Mixed Reality Composer.
Refer to the Location-Based Experience.

L

Location-Based
Experience Editor
(LBE Editor)

An application used by a location-based experiences author to create and publish
Location-Based Experiences

L

Location-Based
Experiences
Launcher (LBE
Launcher)

A module of the Travel Companion’s Personal Application which starts an
experience on user request

L

Location-Based
Experiences
Watcher (LBE
Watcher)

L

Logical Position
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A module of the Travel Companion’s Personal Application that lists all the
experiences available for a user according to its current trip and position.
In the PA this module is named “Experiences for me”.
A logical position is the interpreted Location of the Traveller within the transport
network, based on his planned itinerary.
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L

Logical Topology

Abstracts the physical topology of a transport network for ticketing purposes.

L

Loyalty Program

Rewards/benefits offered by an organization to customers who frequently make
purchases/make use of associated services.

MaaS

Mobility as a Service (MaaS) is the integration of various forms of transport services
into a single mobility package accessible on demand. It seamlessly combines
transport options from different providers, handling everything from travel
planning to payments. MaaS allows buying itinerary offers on-demand or subscribe
to affordable packages as Mobility Packages.

M

M

MaaS Operator

MaaS operator is an organization that sells MaaS Products. A MaaS Operator needs
to have agreements with TSPs whose services are combined within in the MaaS
Products offered. These agreements need to show at least in which products the
TSP services can be included.
A MaaS Operator can be defined as MaaS Retailer.

M

Manual refund

Manual refund is set on the PA, in order to make the refund manually during the
After-Sales process, by the user.

M

Merchant

The actor in the payment chain that is credited for the transaction.

M

Meta-RouteNetwork

Abstracted network representing Stop Places and route links joining these Stop
Places from all participating TSP. The meta-network is based on schedule data
which is provided by each TSP.

M

MetaTrip

An abstracted Trip between an Origin and Destination requested by the User,
realized by the Meta-Network Explorer. The MetaTrip is an intermediate result
during Journey Planning to compute a detailed Trip to a given mobility request.

M

Mileage

The travelled distance.

M

Minimum
connection time

A property of a Connection, which dictates the minimum amount of time for a
traveller to switch between connecting transport services to be considered during
journey planning.
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M

Mixed reality
composer

An application used by a location-based experience author to create and publish
Mixed Reality experiences.

M

Mixed reality
device

A device is able to blend the virtual and physical worlds in order to add digital
information to the traveller’s environment.

M

Mixed reality
engine

A piece of software capable of running mixed reality experiences on the traveller’s
mixed-reality device.

M

Mixed reality
experience

Content that is executable in a mixed reality engine and which proposes mixed
reality features such as blending virtual contents in the physical world. Mixed reality
experiences offer a service or entertainment to the traveller during his journey.

M

Mobility Package

A Mobility Package allows its owner to be able to use a bundle of transport services,
such as unlimited travel on certain urban public transport and/or a fixed number of
kilometres of shared transport modes, during a fixed amount of time that is
described in the product.

M

Mobility Request

Is the User’s query to the Journey Planner. It consists at least of an origin and a
destination and a date and time for either arrival or departure.

M

Monomodal

A travel is monomodal when it involves just one transport mode with one or several
Transport Service Provider.

M

Multimodal

A set of Trips is considered multimodal as soon as it involves multiple transport
modes.

M

Multimodal Hub

Multimodal Hub is a Stop Place or (most often) a station at which different
Transportation Mode(s) converge.

M

My trips

Function within the Travel Companion’s Personal Application that allows users to
have access to saved, planned, booked, cancelled or issued trips.

Navigation

One of the functions offered by the Travel Companion’s Personal Application to help
the Traveller find the way along the journey. The current manoeuvre text will be
displayed according to the logical position.

N
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N

Notification

A Notification signals new information available to the User. In Trip Tracking, a
notification signals an Impact.

O

Offer

The Offer consists of the Itinerary Offer and potential Ancillary Services Offer Items.

Offer Category

An offer category identifies a set of Offers having particular shared characteristics.
The membership of an Offer to a given Offer Category is computed considering Offer
features for a sub-set of the objective variables describing the Offer, i.e., the
determinant factors for the Offer Category. The membership of an Offer to a given
Offer Category is defined by a Category Score (CS) in the range of [0,1]1, where 0
means “no membership”, and 1 indicates “full membership”.

O

Offer Categorizer

An offer categorizer is a component offering a service to compute the Category
Scores of an Offer with respect to a set of Offer Categories. It implements a set of
functions that compute the Category Scores based on the Offers’ features. The
service receives as input the Offers and produces the ranked list of Category Scores
for each Offer.

O

OfferItem

An offer item is part of an Offer, which is provided by a single TSP.

O

O

Offer Validity
Period

The Offer Validity Period is the deadline controlled by the TSP beyond which the
Offer returned by a TSP in the Offer Response is expired and therefore invalid.
An unlimited Offer Validity Period indicates that no further Offer Requests and Offer
Responses are necessary for the current Offer.

O

Origin

An Origin is a Location marking the start of the Itinerary, or Journey, or Trip.

P

Partial Trip
Tracker

A module within the Trip Tracking functionality that processes incoming Events and
sends impacts to the Shift2Rail ecosystem. Refer to Complex Event Processing (CEP)
or Complex Impact Processing.

Passenger

Using the Personal Application on the internet enabled device or physical tokens to
access the transport network, they go from the origin to the destination via one or
more means of transportation of the Transport Service Providers.

P

1

The range [0,1] is considered in all the definitions to indicate the normalization of a generic defined interval between a
min-value and a max-value. Each interval may be used ensuring consistency.
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P

Payer

The actor in a payment chain that is debited for the transaction. In FSM, it is
between the Customer and the Transport Service Provider. The payer is either the
Customer or the Retailer representing the Customer.

P

Payment Card

This payment card allows the user to pay the offer during the issuing process.

P

Payment Gateway

Is a gateway providing by the acquiring bank or PSP during the issuing process, to
allow the user to pay.

P

Payment Service
Provider

An entity that offers Payment online services for accepting electronic payments by
a variety of payment methods including credit card, bank-based payments such as
direct debit, bank transfer, and real-time bank transfer based on online banking.
Typically, they use a Software as a service model and form a single payment
gateway for their clients (merchants) to multiple payment methods.

P

Person with
Reduced Mobility
(PRM)

A Traveller with specific mobility constraints (e.g. wheelchair) which are modelled
by a set of specific business rules that apply to transport services.

P

Persona

Personas are fictionalized characters representing a specific user group. In usercentred design, they are created to fully understand the needs of the group they
represent. The definition of a persona is usually complemented by the definition of
one or more Scenarios depicting their typical use of the system to be designed.

P

Personal
application

A component of the Travel Companion which is an application hosted by the Smart
Device of a User to access the functions of the system, such as Journey Planning,
Travel Shopping, and so on.

P

Physical topology

An organized set of the various elements of a transport Infrastructure.

P

Place

A location or a set of locations (like a zone).

P

Planned Arrival

Refers to arrival information, which is planned before travelling, such as date, time,
Stop Place …

P

Planned
Departure

Refers to departure information, which is planned before travelling, such as date,
time, Stop Place …
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P

Point of Interest
(POI)

A Location that holds relevant information for a travel or which may be of interest
for a traveller during his journey.

P

Prediction

The process of exploiting past and present data to make deductions about the near
future (Nowcasting) or the future (Forecasting).

P

Preference
Management

A function managing the creation and modification of user preferences.

P

Preference model

The preference model is defined based on the CDT model. Every preference is
associated with a score which can be represented using different semantics.

P

Preference

Is the Traveller-related information that represents their special travel-related
needs and wishes.

P

Price

Is the total monetary value to be paid by a customer for a Product or Products
and/or Services or offers or offer items.

P

Pricing

Process that computes (quotes)the total Price applicable to the offer based on
Travellers, Trip details, pricing options and contexts, including applicable taxes and
fees.

P

Product

A product is a purchasable item supplied by a Transport Service Provider or Travel
Service Provider. This term is related to Offer Item.

P

Product Owner

A Product Owner creates Products, fixes the Fare Rules attached to them used in the
computation of the Fare Price. It can be a Transport Service Provider or Travel
Service Provider.

P

Product Provider

Is contractually responsible for providing a Product to the Traveller.

P

Product Type

Defines the generic nature of a Product and its use (i.e., Temporary, zonal)
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Profile

In the context of FSM, a Profile is a digital representation of a user’s (Customer or
Passenger) personal data and preferences, which facilitates a personalised and
enhanced user experience.
A single user can have several profiles in the travel companion.

Profile Connected
Preferences

This is a list of personal characteristics of a user among which the functions of the
system can include some “stable” preferences, which are tailored by the permanent
features of the customer, in the sense that they can be modified, but at a low rate
(Years) (e.g. Vegetarian food, Diabetic diet, …). These preferences are permanently
connected to the user (e.g. if he/she is on a wheelchair he/she prefers an elevator
vs. an escalator).

P

Prognosis

Set of functionalities that add to the system the ability to predict possible future
irregularities, such as delays or service disruptions, based on real-time and historical
data.

P

Proof of Payment

It Is an evidence that Paying has already been made or will be made in the future.

P

Public Area

The public area is reachable by a traveller’s own means (feet, wheelchair, among
others).

P

Public Transport

A set of Transport Modes available to arbitrary persons: bus, tramway...

P

Public Transport
Authorities (PTA)

Public Transport Authorities are responsible for the organisation of local public
transport and apply fare policies.

Q

Quotation

An initial, informative, pricing made before final (pre-purchase) pricing of the
itinerary offer. Quotations may vary in the nature of their ‘guarantee’ or accuracy
from the final price.

R

Rail station

A Rail Station is a Stop Place dedicated to Rail Transport, where passengers can
access or egress rail transportation.

R

Rail transport
mode

A Transport Mode dedicated to transportation by rail.

P
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Description

ReAccommodation

A process which serves to rebook and/or arrange alternative travel solutions when
an already booked/purchased service in a traveller’s itinerary is delayed, cancelled
or otherwise disrupted.
This is also named Alternative Management.

Refund

The after-sales process that allows a customer to get (part of) their money back
following the sales policies and the provisions of the entitlement.

R

Report Module

A module of the Travel Companion’s Personal Application that allows reporting
safety/security related issues during the travel. Also called as User feedback
module.

R

Reservation

Reservation is the allocation of named Facilities to the traveller(s) within a Fare
Product.

R

Retailer

A retailer is an organization selling the Products of Travel Service Provider(s) using
the services of Distributors. A retailer may have a direct relationship with a TSP
whereby it acts as an appointed agent and/or it may have an indirect relationship
with a TSP whereby it uses the services of a Commercial Distributor.
A TSP can play the role of a retailer in connection with both its own products and
those of a partner TSP by whom it is licensed.

R

Revenue
Protection

The business process of ensuring every Passenger has a valid Entitlement to
consume the Product (for example to travel on the rail service or access the station)
and recording consumption of Entitlements (for example to prevent re-use of the
Entitlement or for use in the After Sales process).

R

Revenue

Revenue is the amount of money that is brought into a company by its business
activities.

Reverse process

It is a process triggered by a Distributor following a technical failure to confirm the
Booking of the Critical Product in an itinerary that involves multiple Travel Service
Providers and will roll back all other Travel Service Providers’ Bookings within the
transaction that have already been confirmed successfully. It contains releasing the
Inventory Lock at the TSP.

Ride-sharing

Refers to the transportation of persons in a motor vehicle when such transportation
is incidental to the principal purpose of the driver, which is to reach a destination
and not to transport a person for any kind of profit (Code of Virginia 1989).

R

R

R
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Description

Ride-sharing users

Include all ride-sharing users, which refer to both ride-sharing travellers and drivers
(TSPs)
Refer to four user types as explained below
1. Household work user: Trip to work with at least one other worker from the
same household

R

Ride-sharing user
types

2. Solo work user: Trip to work with unrelated individuals
3. Education user: Trip for educational purposes with or w/o unrelated
individuals
4. Recreation/entertainment user: Trip for recreation and entertainment
purposes with or w/o unrelated individuals

R

Route

An ordered list of RouteLinks.

R

Route Link

An element of a Route that connects a pair of contiguous Stop Place(s).

S

Sales Conditions

A subset of terms and conditions specifying the conditions to be allowed to book an
offer Item.
Among the Contextual Preferences there are still some possible choices left, which
can be selected by the 30Traveller on a per-travel instance (e.g.:
“hand_luggage_only”, …).

S

Search Options
These preferences can be selected by the user from a drop-down menu, where only
a few residual possibilities are displayed, when planning or booking the travel (e.g.:
“hand_luggage_only” can be meaningful only if the context is “airplane”).

S

Seat Availability

In transport, this refers to seats or bookable space on specific vehicle service
operations. Seat Availability is controlled via an Inventory Application and is
updated via messages associated to booking and/or sales transactions.

S

Section

An interval between two locations.
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S

Segment

A segment is a contiguous part of a Trip that is operated by a single TSP.

S

Semantic
Annotation

The process of adding machine-readable fragments from the Ontology to data and
interface descriptors, thus enabling machines to automate discovery and
transformation of ICT assets.

S

Semantic web
service registry

A shared registry of validated, approved and versioned semantically annotated
interfaces to services, e.g. Travel Expert, Booking Engine, for the execution of a
shopping/booking/payment/tracking process instance.

S

Service
Architecture

A type of business information architecture model designed to allow all current
business processes as well as future process additions to be integrated. Large
processes and applications are broken into smaller units referred to as “services”.
By using a Service Architecture, a system can allow the sharing of data across
business units.

S

Service Area

The geographical area defined as multiple polygons by the Travel Service Provider
in which the Travel Service Provider offers its services.

S

Service Feedback

The users' ratings regarding different services that they received for a specific Travel
Episode.

S

Service Provider

Role of an Organization offering Service(s), especially but not exclusively to
transportation.

S

Shared transport
mode

A set of Private Transportation modes with shared or rent vehicles, e.g. car or bike,
which need to be driven by the traveller but are operated by a Transport Service
Provider.

S

Shift2Rail
Administrator

A Shift2Rail Operator is the administrator of the platform. The Shift2Rail Operator,
among other tasks, permits or denies new Travel Service Providers or their services
to be added to the platform.

S

Shopping Request
Context

Information specific to a given shopping request.

S

Smart Device

This is a personal device, like a smart phone, a tablet or even a portable Personal
Computer with the ability to connect to the internet.
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S

Smart Glasses

This is a personal device; smart glasses are a wearable computer which displays
content on special glasses.

S

Smart Watch

This is a personal device; A smartwatch is a wearable computer in the form of a
wristwatch.

Social Data

Information that travellers exchange with one another on a social network related
to their travels or the feedback that travellers provide to the Business Analytics
module through the Travel Companion Travel Questionnaire.

S

Social Graph

Conceptual representation of a Social Network. In other words, conceptual
representation of a group of Social Network Users that are linked by Friendship
relationships, by communications among them, or by other aspects that determine
relationships like "similar state”, "similar objectives in a trip", etc.

S

Social Network
Activity

Social Network Activity may be both interactions among those customers and
opinion about their trips.

S

Social Network
User

A person who uses a Web application or service to make friends in a Social Network
and to broadcast messages about his/her personal activities and in relation with
their Friends.

S

Station

A station is a Stop Place offering as well an AccessArea (or AccessSpace).

S

Statistics data
provider

Entity providing network statistics.

Stop Area

A Stop Area is a subdivision of a Stop Place. For example, a large station could be
divided into an international area, an area for long-distance services and an area
for suburban services. These Stop Areas are similar to terminals in a large airport.
Not all Stop Places are divided into Stop Areas.

S

S

A stop place is an element of the Transport Infrastructure where Vehicle(s) may stop
and where Traveller(s) may board or leave Vehicle(s).
S

Stop Place
Some stop places have the means to control the access to the transportation system
(see Gate).
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S

Stop Point

The physical point within a Stop Area/Stop place at which passengers board or
alight from Vehicle(s).

T

Tapping

Tapping is the act of presenting the embodiment to the access system or inspector
(e.g. for contactless or barcode embodiment) to verify the entitlement. Tapping
initiates the Validation.

T

Tapping module

The tapping module is part of the Travel Companion’s Personal Application. Its role
is to communicate with the access system using the payload of the token.

T

Tax

Part of the Price of an Offer Item related to charges and duties.

T

Technical
Distributor

A Technical Distributor assembles Offers from Travel Service Providers enabling
Travel Service Providers to sell their Products through their appointed Retailers
(Travel Agencies, Travel Management Companies). It facilitates the transmission of
information between Retailers and Travel Service Providers and offers technical
services that help Retailers in their everyday job (e.g. profiles, smart look & feel
shopping tools, back-office interface/tools). It does not appoint Retailers and does
not have responsibility for settling for sales made. It can be a GDSs (e.g. Amadeus,
Sabre, Travelport), or a Technical enabler (e.g. SilverRail).

T

Terms and
Conditions

Terms and Conditions refer to the rules and provisions that can be applied to any
type of product.

T

Ticket

An artefact covering entitlement, token and embodiment.

T

Ticket Controlling
Organization
(TCO)

A Ticket Controlling Organization is an organization charged with the inspection of
passengers’ tickets.

T

Ticket Validity
Period

Time limit which the token allows traveling after validation until its consumption
(depending on TSP rules).

Timetable

Transportation timetables, such as airline timetables, train timetables, bus
timetables, and various other public transport timetables are published to allow
users to plan their travels. A timetable lists the times at which arrivals and
departures at a Stop Place are planned to take place.

T
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T

Token

A Token is a proprietary instantiation of an entitlement. It is used by a TSP to
validate the User’s use of the provided service.

T

Toll Gate

Facility within a Toll road where the user must pay when driving through it.

T

Toll road

Road composed of a set of sections, managed by a Toll Service Provider, with a cost
defined by a set of fares based on the distance travelled by the user.

T

Toll Sale

The act whereby the user pays at a Toll Plaza for its use of the Toll road.

T

Toll Service
Provider

It is a Travel Service Provider which offers the user the possibility to drive along a
Toll road at a given cost.

T

Topology

The way in which constituent parts are interrelated or arranged.

T

Trip Tracking
Orchestrator

A module inside the Trip Tracker functionality that uses pTT information as input
(Impacts) and sends incident data and trips alerts to the TC; thus the Traveller
receives real-time information that impacts his journey.

T

Tram Station

A Tram Station is a Stop Place dedicated to Tram Transport, where passengers can
access or egress tramway transportation.

T

Transfer duration

The time it takes for a traveller to change from one travel episode to the next.

T

Transport

A category of travel which refers to on-board vehicle travel.

T

Transport Actors

Transport Actors are the different actors involved in this domain such as Transport
Service Providers, Travel Service Providers, Retailers, etc…
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T

Transport
Intelligence

All the KPIs provided to transport operators. Transport intelligence KPI and Travel
Intelligence KPI are not mutually exclusive and may overlap.

T

Transport Mode

Category of transport (rail, air, bus, etc.) grouped by transport means or ticketing
scheme.

T

Transport
Networks

A transport network refers to a group of lines of one or more transport modes,
within a geographical territory, provided by one or more companies and depending
upon a transport authority.

T

Transport Service
Provider (TpSP)

Organization providing both physical services and means of transport: aircrafts,
trains, metros, coaches, buses. A Transport Service Provider is a specific Travel
Service Provider.

T

Transportation
Service

Service (Flight, Rail, ...) that provides transportation on a TravelEpisode.

T

Travel

Generic term without any technical assumptions, referring to the combination of
services provided to a customer between a physical origin and a physical
destination. Travel includes transport (on-board vehicles), as well as possible
transfers between modes, possibly services which are offered during the trip, and
possibly non-transport services which are proposed at either end of the trip from A
to B.

T

Travel Arranger

Someone who plans and potentially also shops, books, and issues a trip for another
person that will be the traveller of the trip.

T

Travel Companion

The Travel Companion is a Technical Demonstrator developed within Shift2Rail
which consists of the Cloud Wallet and the Personal Application.

T

Travel Data

Generically, any data or information related to travels.

T

Travel Episode

Part of a Trip, characterized by Departure at the Travel Episode Start Point and
Arrival at the Travel Episode End Point, consisting of an ordered sequence of Route
Links operated with the same vehicle.
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T

Travel Episode End
A Travel Episode Endpoint is a Stop Place at which a Travel Episode ends.
Point

T

Travel Episode
Start Point

The Stop Place at which a Travel Episode begins.

T

Travel Events

Events that a generic traveller regards as important to his/her current journey.

T

Travel Expert

The technical entity that renders services related to the planning, booking and
purchase of transport services. This may involve access to one or more specific TSPs
as well as to entities which specialise in certain travel-related information (e.g.
ATPCO for air fares or an automated journey planner) which assists in the building
of an offer. This entity may be deployed by a TSP or distributors thus relying on a
TSP fare products and prices services.

T

Travel Intelligence

All the KPIs provided to travellers. A travel intelligence KPI could also be a transport
intelligence KPI and vice versa. The two types of KPIs are not mutually exclusive.

T

Travel Service

A general term that encompasses both physical and non-physical services.

T

Travel Service
Provider (TSP)

An organization providing access to travel-related services (e.g. planning, booking
and ticketing, trip tracking) to the public, without necessarily being the actual
provider of the physical transport services themselves. This could include also travel
experiences at stations and vehicles and much more.

T

Travel Shopping

A function or service enabling a traveller to search for priced travel solutions (offers)
via a mobility query. TSPs, distributors, meta-searchers are examples of entities
providing Travel Shopping services.

T

Travel Solution

Solution provided to the customer answering its travel needs in the form of Trips
and Offers as the result of the Travel Shopping process.

Travel Solution
Aggregator (TSA)

A module of the Travel Shopping for the calculation of itineraries and offers which
interact with the Interoperability Framework to interface with the TSPs. The TSA
splits the mobility request of the traveller into parts per TSP and combines the
responses in order to fulfil the mobility request.

T
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Term

Description

T

Traveller

The Traveller (see also “Passenger” when onboard a vehicle) is the person making a
travel in accordance with the terms and conditions of the entitlement(s).

T

Traveller activity

Any kind of behaviour that users have while interacting with TC’s GUI.

T

Traveller activities
monitoring

A module that keeps track of specific Travellers’ Activities.

T

Traveller event
report

This could be related to any kind of event resulting from the interaction of the
traveller with the Travel Companion’s Personal Application. This event can be
generated by request or in a spontaneous way.
The events reported by the travellers can be used as an event source to improve the
trip tracking functionalities or as data to improve the operations of a TSP.

T

Trip

A set of linked travel episode of an itinerary.

T

Trip Tracking (TT)

The functionality of the system that checks the current situation of the passenger’s
trip based on real-time information and sends an alarm to the user in case of any
impact that might affect his journey.

U

Unlimited Supply
Product

A Product whose supply is not constrained by the Product Provider and is assumed
to have unlimited availability.

U

Urban station

An Urban Station is a Stop Place dedicated to Urban Transport (subway for
example), where passengers can access or egress urban transportation.

Urban transport

A set of transportation modes operated at the local level of a city or an
agglomeration, including bus, metro, ferry, tram… As a result, it is considered as a
set of transportation modes.

User

The user is the generic actor involved in the Shift2Rail environment. Using the
Personal Application on the internet-enabled device, they register and could make
a mobility request, selects an Offer to create their trip and potentially pays for the
booking(s).

U

U
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Term

Description

V

Validation

Validation is the process of checking the entitlement of a ticket. Inspection and
Tapping initiate the Validation.

V

Validation
Payload

In the context of the Shift2Rail Ecosystem, it contains the User ID and Booked Offers.
The payload is used for validation.

V

Validation
Transaction

The data describing a Token alteration by an Access System at a given date and time
during the Validation process.

V

Vehicle

A vehicle describes the transportation means that circulate on a physical
infrastructure e.g. a Train, a Bus, etc.

V

Via

An intermediate stop place of the Trip specifically defined by the User in a mobility
request.

V

Virtual Credit Card

Form of means of payment valid for retailers within the ecosystem to fulfil payments
towards TSPs for any booking. For each payment, a Virtual Credit Card is created.

V

Virtual Credit Card
Payment

Functionality exposed within the ecosystem for retailers to generate a valid form of
payment to pay suppliers.

W

Wished Arrival
Date

Arrival Date Time requested by the Customer as part of the mobility request.

W

Wished Departure
Date

DepartureDateTime requested by the Customer as part of the mobility request.

Z

Zone

A zone is an area that involves different places

Table 3: Glossary of Terms
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3. ONTOLOGY
As described in the introduction section, the following schemas illustrate visual representations of the
ontologies that cover the technical demonstrators covered in MaaSive.
The ontologies are based on the work done in Co-Active and ATTRACkTIVE, the terms are represented in
black. For the MaaSive version, several terms have been included considering either new developments
carried out in MaaSive or Lessons Learnt, these terms are represented in green. Additionally, a few terms are
represented in yellow and they represent the terms whose name has been updated.
The next sections represent each of the visual representations of the Ontologies divided by TD.
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TD4.2 TRAVEL SHOPPING

Figure 1: TD4.2 - Travel Shopping Ontology

TD4.3 Booking & Ticketing

Figure 2: TD4.3 Booking & Ticketing
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TD4.4 Trip Tracking

Figure 3 TD4.4 Trip Tracking
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TD4.5 Travel Companion

Figure 4: TD4.5 Travel Companion
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4. CONCLUSION
The glossary is an overall document reflecting all terms and concepts needed to understand current IP4
environment including terms provided by Ride2Rail and MaaSive. This living document has been a key for all
IP4 projects like Co-Active and ATTRACkTIVE, and it continues to live within MaaSive projects and next CFMs
projects and the collaboration of Open Calls projects.

